Familial Polyposis Coli. H. J. R. BUSSEY (1975) Johns Hopkins University Press. Price £6.60 net. In 1925 the St Mark's Hospital Polyposis Register was started by Lockhart-Mummery to study and document in detail the features of this rare condition. This monograph is one important outcome of the project and it reflects a combination of clinical excellence and scientific skill which have existed at St Mark's for more than 50 years. It is written superbly with the authority of an enormous and unique experience.
At the beginning, the writer defines his terms clearly in a glossary so that the difficult and complex terminology of the experts is made clear to those with less knowledge of the field. Each section is written clearly, critically and concisely and the largest, which deals with the macroscopic and microscopic pathology, is illustrated throughout with excellent black and white photographs. Other sections deal with genetic and environmental features, the relationship to carcinoma, the natural history, treatment and differential diagnosis. The description and discussion of associated lesions provides a particularly lucid account of a problem on which other available sources conflict and confuse the reader.
Although familial polyposis coli is a relatively rare disease there are convincing reasons why its histological, enzymic and other biochemical changes may be relevant to the formation of all intestinal adenomas. For those concerned with diseases of the colon this book is essential; for others it provides a fine example of modern medical writing.
R This concise report summarizes the current colo-rectal problems and activities and is a useful handbook to researchers and clinicians alike. It is particularly helpful to have the future requirements and lines of work outlined. The report relies frequently on the use of personal communications which is, however, frustrating to the enquiring reader who might wish to pursue topics in greater detail.
The first chapter reviews the epidemiology of colonic and rectal cancer, illustrating well the conflicting evidence to be found in the literature. Studies on ethnic groups and migrants suggest that colo-rectal cancer is linked with Western traditions but not with industrialization. Diet is considered important and though fibre, beer, legumes and refined sugar have all been implicated by some, animal protein and fat show the best correlation with colo-rectal cancer. Bile acids and changes in bacterial flora may be involved, the latter producing carcinogens or co-carcinogens from the former. The various correlations discussed vary with site in the large bowel and one of the recommendations is that the location of tumours be more precisely defined.
The second chapter concerns the use of animals to study carcinogenic activity and mechanisms in the large bowel. Whether the animal models are capable of resolving the conflicting correlations between environmental factors and human colo-rectal cancer remains to be seen. A variety of carcinogens was discussed which differed in effectiveness and in the distribution and pathology of the tumour observed. These variables depended on: (1) the nature of the chemical; (2) the mode of administration; (3) whether chemical conversion in the liver or by gut bacteria was necessary; (4) the animals used; (5) dietary factors such as fibre, fat and vitamin A.
The next chapter describes the pathology and biochemistry of the tumours, their growth characteristics and fine structure. The fact that metastases double at a faster rate than the primaries and that the tumour cells appear to pass through the cell cycle more slowly than the normal mucosal cells is briefly discussed. Also that in carcinogentreated, pre-neoplastic and irradiated mucosa DNA synthesis occurs in cells normally thought to have finished proliferation. Cell lines and explants grown in culture from normal and malignant colon can provide valuable information on cell and tumour growth and also on the mechanisms of carcinogenesis. However, the difficulties encountered in establishing the normal cell lines at present limit these techniques. Some of the cultured cells produce carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), elevated levels of which are also found in colo-rectal carcinoma patients (next chapter) though its specificity for colo-rectal cancer is questioned. CEA assay may be particularly valuable in the follow-up of patients after resection. Patients are also immunologically responsive to their own tumour-associated antigen and exhibit cytotoxic lymphocytes in culture test systems.
The final section deals with ways of improving treatment of colo-rectal cancer patients. The possibility of surgery combined with radio-or chemotherapy is discussed. It is also suggested that more effective and widespread screening would be advisable particularly of suspected high risk groups.
C Considering that the cytological diagnosis of lung cancer is taught and practised all over the world, and has been in continuous use in Britain for 40 years, it is surprising how few books or monographs have been devoted to it. One appeared in English and 2 in German in the 1950's, but the most recent one known to this reviewer is Philps' useful bench manual of 1964, which however has no discussion or references.
This new illustrated monograph on the cytodiagnosis of bronchial secretions therefore fills a need; it also comes at an opportune time, when the development of fiberscopes has extended the work sent to laboratories of clinical cytology. It contains many excellent half-tone photographs, nearly all showing correlations between smears and secretions, and the reference list is invaluable.
The problem of " occult carcinoma (those with positive sputum and no apparent localization) is well covered. It could, however, be more strongly emphasized how rare that situation is. If precancerous stages developed over many years, as they do in the cervix uteri, then "occult " cases should
